below: a skilled weaver creating the exquisite flower silks, in
a village established to ensure traditional Hoi An silk weaving
techniques are preserved. these traditional techniques date back
thousands of years to when Hoi An was a crucial world trading
port. the silks are dyed with natural ingredients from native flora.

’see me’,

the first collection by nikki, is an expression of
strength & elegance.
seductively playful, inventive designs, capturing the impressive
versatility of a woman.
each piece has an exquisite balance of understated & standout,
timeless feminine elegance & funky.

the exquisite luxury of precious, traditionally handwoven silks mixed with the
industrial, practicality of unprocessed denim & metal.
sensual bare backs & shoulders are a feature in this incredibly versatile
collection. all the silk & denim tops & dresses are reversible & every
piece is imagined from a walk on the beach to a prestigieuse soirée.
influenced by archetypal imagery, structured shapes & draping of
palaeolithic clothing, mix with elements of the goddess deeply rooted
in every woman & the eternal passion of purity, in blood red & white.
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Item#: 001/01
reversible v-neck mini - blood red vietnamese flower silk/
chambray
$600
Description: The exquisite Vietnamese flower silks are made
in a small village, in the Quangnam area, specifically estlished
to ensure traditional Hoi An silk weaving techniques are
preserved. These traditional methods date back thousands
of years to when Hoi An was a crucial world trading port. The
silk in your nikki dress has been handwoven on looms that
are hundreds and even thousands of years old & dyed with
natural ingredients from the native flora, such as bark and
flowers.
Your nikki dress is two dresses in one. Worn with the
exquisitely luxurious silk on the outside - for the world to
see - you have the soft, breathable stretch chambray against
your skin . Worn as a classic, must-have denim mini, only
you know you are walking around with precious, traditionally
handwoven silk against your skin.
WARNING for Goddesses only !

Item#: 001/02
reversible v-neck mini - green vietnamese flower silk/
chambray
$600
Description: The exquisite Vietnamese flower silks are
made in a small village, in the Quangnam area, specifically
established to ensure traditional Hoi An silk weaving
techniques are preserved. These traditional methods date
back thousands of years to when Hoi An was a crucial world
trading port. The silk in your nikki dress has been handwoven
on looms that are hundreds and even thousands of years old
& dyed with natural ingredients from the native flora, such as
bark and flowers.
Your nikki dress is two dresses in one. Worn with the
exquisitely luxurious silk on the outside - for the world to see
- you have the soft, breathable stretch chambray against your
skin. Worn as a classic, must-have denim mini, only you know
you are walking around with precious, traditionally handwoven
silk against your skin.
WARNING for Goddesses only !

Item#: 001/03
reversible v-neck mini - blue silk/chambray
$400
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki dress - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
Your nikki dress is two dresses in one. Fabulous for a
weekend away - a daytime classic, must-have denim mini on
one side & an effortlessly chic silk mini on the other.
IMPORTANT wonderful for those of you prone to spilling red
wine down your front in public - just pop into the ladies room
& emerge with a new, clean dress !

Item#: 001/04
reversible v-neck mini - black silk/black denim
$400
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki dress - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
Your nikki dress is two dresses in one. Fabulous for a
weekend away - a classic, must-have little black dress on one
side & an effortlessly chic silk mini on the other.
IMPORTANT wonderful for those of you prone to spilling red
wine down your front in public - just pop into the ladies room
& emerge with a new, clean dress !

Item#: 001/05
reversible v-neck mini - lime silk/white silk
$500
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki dress - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
Your nikki dress is two stunning silk dresses in one. Both
sides feel heavenly on your skin. You will feel every inch
the Goddess that you look. Incredibly elegant & versitile, I
imagined this dress from luxurious resort wear, to a modern,
relaxed bridal gownette.
Enjoy, it has been made with much love - from one Goddess,
to another xo.

Item#: 001/06
reversible v-neck mini - broiderie anglaise/chambray
$300
Description: Timelessly feminine broiderie anglaise on one
side and super soft, breathable stretch chambray on the
other. The gorgeous new-generation stretch chambray looks
like a deep blue denim, but feels as soft as bamboo against
your skin.
Your nikki dress is two summer must haves in one. A crisp
white summer mini one side & a classic, must-have denim
mini on the other.

Item#: 001/07
halter neck jumpsuit - black denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/08
halter neck jumpsuit - blue denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/09
one shoulder jumpsuit - black denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/10
one shoulder jumpsuit - blue denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/11
deep-v jumpsuit - black denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/12
deep-v jumpsuit - blue denim
$800

Description: nikki’s signature denim jumpsuits personify strength & elegance. Designed so the silk sashes are interchangeable, you
can have tones of passionate red at night & earthy green by day; or very subtle shoestring straps, to let the intelligently chic design
do all the talking ... Dress it up. Dress it down. You won’t know how you ever lived without one !

Item#: 001/18
ballet jeans twin set - black silk/black denim
$700
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki top - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
Inspired by the ribbon ties on a ballerina’s dance shoes, the
silk ties on these jeans match the reversible silk & denim
tops. These seductively playful twin sets give the illusion of a
jumpsuit, with the versatility of separates.
Two tops in one, featuring sensual bare shoulders & back.
Your nikki top can be worn as silk or denim - to either match
or compliment your ballet jeans.
–– The tops & jeans can be purchased separately or as a set.
–– A beautiful new intense black, light weight denim that
holds its structure; with a slight 2% stretch for comfort.

Item#: 001/19
ballet jeans twin set - blue silk/blue denim
$700
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki top - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
Inspired by the ribbon ties on a ballerina’s dance shoes, the
silk ties on these jeans match the reversible silk & denim
tops. These seductively playful twin sets give the illusion of a
jumpsuit, with the versatility of separates.
Two tops in one, featuring sensual bare shoulders & back.
Your nikki top can be worn as silk or denim - to either match
or compliment your ballet jeans.
–– The tops & jeans can be purchased separately or as a set.
–– A very soft, comfortable, rich purple-blue denim, with a
slight 2% stretch.

Item#: 001/20
denim hot pants twin set - blue silk/dark blue denim
$500
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki top - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
My first collection would not be complete without hot pants.
I love hot pants ! These denim hot pants are beautifully
structured to balance sexy & classy. The seductively playful
twin set gives the illusion of a denim playsuit, with the
versatility of separates.
Two tops in one, featuring sensual bare shoulders & back.
Your nikki top can be worn as silk or denim - to either match
or compliment your denim hot pants.
–– The tops & hot pants can be purchased separately or as a
set.
–– A dark blue denim, with smokey brown undertones & a
very subtle metallic speckle; 2% stretch for comfort.

Item#: 001/21
denim hot pants twin set - lime silk/dark blue denim
$500
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki top - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
My first collection would not be complete without hot pants.
I love hot pants ! These denim hot pants are beautifully
structured to balance sexy & classy. The seductively playful
twin set gives the illusion of a denim playsuit, with the
versatility of separates.
Two tops in one, featuring sensual bare shoulders & back.
Your nikki top can be worn as silk or denim - to either match
or compliment your denim hot pants.
–– The tops & hot pants can be purchased separately or as a
set.
–– A dark blue denim, with smokey brown undertones & a
very subtle metallic speckle; 2% stretch for comfort.

Item#: 001/22
denim hot pants twin set - white silk/dark blue denim
$500
Description: The beautiful Chinese silks are hand picked by
our Vietnamese silk merchant Tu. Tu has a deeply historical
& cultural knowledge of traditional silks. Tu’s father used to
wear the purest Chinese silks; it was incredibly soft & fragile.
The Chinese silks Tu now uses are all made using a traditional
weave dating back thousands of years and the patterns are all
traditional, however they use more vibrant colours to bring an
unusual modern twist to an ancient art form. To make these
silks more durable than the traditional purest Chinese silks,
they have added some synthetic, which also allows for ease
of care for your nikki top - ‘delicate’ machine wash.
My first collection would not be complete without hot pants.
I love hot pants ! These denim hot pants are beautifully
structured to balance sexy & classy. The seductively playful
twin set gives the illusion of a denim playsuit, with the
versatility of separates.
Two tops in one, featuring sensual bare shoulders & back.
Your nikki top can be worn as silk or denim - to either match
or compliment your denim hot pants.
–– The tops & hot pants can be purchased separately or as a
set.
–– A dark blue denim, with smokey brown undertones & a
very subtle metallic speckle; 2% stretch for comfort.

Item#: 001/25
purity top
$300

Description: Timelessly feminine broiderie anglaise & lace. Pure, crisp summer white over an antique-blue lining.
The pale blue lining gives the broiderie a beautiful 3D effect, highlighting the classic embroidered detail.
This beautiful top draws on 1920’s grace, with lace petal sleeves & a sash-style bow at the back. The exaggerated
femininity looks super sexy teamed with jeans.

Item#: 001/26
purity dress - short
$400

Description: Timelessly feminine broiderie anglaise & lace. Pure, crisp summer white over an antique-blue lining.
The pale blue lining gives the broiderie a beautiful 3D effect, highlighting the classic embroidered detail.
With its lace petal sleeves & visible lace petticoat, this nikki dress is for your ‘I feel pretty’ days.

Item#: 001/27
purity dress - long
$1,000

Description: Timelessly feminine broiderie anglaise & lace. This full length, strapless day-gown features a high side
split & paper-bag gathering at the back. The antique-blue lining gives the broiderie a beautiful 3D effect, highlighting
the classic embroidered detail & a flash of pale blue as you walk.
The dress combines elements of a formal gown - full length, strapless; with elements of a casual day dress paper-bag tie, broiderie anglaise.
The light gathering of the paper-bag tie at the back creates a gorgeous tulip silhouette, reminiscent of the 1920s.
The front is fitted across the bust, then falls in soft, casual lines.
I imagined this romantic day-gown from a special walk on the beach, to a casual wedding dress.
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